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March 10, 2014 Revision
Summary of changes

• Re-organization of table of contents to better match requirements of SFGH Rules and Regulations
• Addition of the Behavioral Health Center site throughout the document
• Correcting name of Urgent Care Center
• Inclusion of the most recent (10/08 MEC; 03/11 Admin. Revision) Privilege Request Form
• Updated organization chart
• Inclusion of the FCM Clinical Competence Committee as the principal evaluator for housestaff
• Inclusion of updated proctoring and chart review forms
• Updated attending physician responsibilities in the Family Health Center and the FM Inpatient Service
• Updated FHC Research Policy
• Insert general descriptions of the medical directors
• Deleted detailed job descriptions except for the chief of service
• Various typographical and grammar corrections
• Addition of OPPE metrics and threshold reporting form